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A UNIVERSITY BILL CALLING FOR THE ADDITION OF FINAL EXAM POLICY INFORMATION TO THE GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES CATALOG AND THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDY GUIDE.

WHEREAS: The campus wide final exam policy is important to students and only appears in the UH-UP Handbook, and

WHEREAS: The vast majority of students do not have access to and are therefore unfamiliar with the UH-UP Faculty Handbook, and

WHEREAS: Any violation of this policy by UH-UP faculty could be scholastically devastating to students who would have no recourse due to student ignorance of the policy, and

WHEREAS: All UH-UP students have both access and occasion to use either the Graduate or Professional Studies Catalog or the Undergraduate Study Guide, be it

ENACTED: That the final exam policy stated in the Faculty Handbook be included in the Undergraduate Study Guide as well as the Graduate and Professional Studies Catalog.

PASSED BY THE UHSA SENATE ON NOVEMBER 12, 1984. VOTE WAS FAVORABLE 20-0-0.
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